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Registration to 
Competition name : Touch down Trophy AIDA 
Date    : 26. August – 28. August 2022 
 
Homepage for more Information.  
 
Binding registration! 
 

 

 

AIDA National Member Registration fee 

YES 100,-€ 

NO 125,-€ 

 

I am competing as a newcomer and confirm that I have never taken part in any depth 

competition with AIDA or other association. 

Payment information: Payment must be received at the very latest by 7 days before 

competition. 

 
Bank transfer: 

AIDA Deutschland e.V. 
Volksbank eG  
IBAN: DE41 4126 2501 0881 0745 00 
BIC: GENODEM1AHL 
Reason for payment: ”competition name, year” “last name first name“ 

 
 
 
  

Surname  

First name  

Date of birth  

Gender  

Citizenship  

Email address  
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ATTENTION: Only one dive is possible per competition day! So, you can only dive in 2 disciplines. 

Start 
Yes/No 

Date Discipline 

Announced 
Performance 

(AP)  
m 

Personal Best 
(PB) 
m 

  constant weight (CWT)   

  constant weight B-Fins (CWTB)   

  constant weight no fins (CNF)   

  free immersion (FIM)   

 

Requirements for participation: 
 

- Medical statement no older than 12 month at the time of the competition  
- Valid ID card or proof of identity 
- Proof of AIDA National membership (copy of membership card or link to your National 

profile). This is not necessary for AIDA Germany members 
- Declaration of consent in accordance with GDRP 
- without proof of AIDA membership the full registration fee of 125.- € will be charged. 

 
 
The completed form and all the copies of requirements must be sent by email to: 

competition@aida-deutschland.de 
 

Only if all required documents are sent by email and payment is confirmed, you 

will receive confirmation of participation by email to the email address given in this form. 
There is no registration at the competition, only control of competition ID. 
 
Otherwise only the payment can be confirmed. 
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Written consent in accordance to GDRP  (General Data Protection Regulation; EU) 
 
Explanatory notes 
 
Due to the GDRP some administrative steps are necessary for associations holding competitions. 
Due to stricter data protection regulations and higher penalties and warnings we need to address this 
topic in more detail. 
To make sure that organizers, hosts and athletes aren’t affected by more paperwork we have chosen 
this concept to minimize effort. 
 
Personal data collected in this registration like name, address, gender, citizenship, email address, 
telephone number are only used for the purpose of participation in a competition and the contract 
necessary according to legal regulation. 
 
AIDA Germany is a national association for competitions and a member of AIDA International. 
It lies in the nature of the competitions to create lists of the results and publicize them. 
 
These lists contain the following personal data: 
 
Last name, first name, gender and citizenship as well as the performance and result (white, yellow, red). 
 
This data is competition data. 
 
Personal data will only be given to third parties, if it is necessary for fulfilling the contract. 
 
According to the rules of competition, video recordings of the performance are made. 
It is impossible to opt out of this. 
 
Third parties are: 

- AIDA International 
This only applies to members of AIDA National 

 
- Organizer/hosts of competitions 

 
- Through the publication of results on our homepage and Facebook others can access the results. 

 
The declaration of consent for AIDA Germany consists of two parts 
 

- Data necessary for the participation and the rating which are obligatory as otherwise the 
contract would be void. This consists of written data like the list of results and video recordings 
which might be publicized. 
In this case an opt-out is only possible for the video recording. 

 
- Further data that can be published on a voluntary basis, such as the publication of video 

recordings, images on the platforms of AIDA International or AIDA Germany (YouTube, 
Facebook, Homepage, Forum). Contact by AIDA Germany at further competitions or events. 
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Pictures, film footage and reports by journalists are subject to other specifications. Art. 85 GDRP 
(freedom of communication) places this regulation within the tasks of the states. 
In Germany, the highest regulating paragraph of Art. 5 Para. 1 of the Grundgesetz (freedom of 
expression; freedom of the press) and the in-depth Regulation is mainly based on the Federal Data 
Protection Act (§28) and the Interstate Broadcasting Treaty (§57). Keyword media privilege. 
 
AIDA Deutschland is not responsible for media representatives, their actions and publications, as long as 
they do not violate domestic law. 
 
For any other information than that described in this form, the following shall apply 
The use of personal data and the collection of additional information always requires the consent of the 
data subject. 
 
Declarations of consent can be changed or revoked at any time and without giving reasons. 
 
Due to the obligation to provide proof, the complete revocation is made informally by e-mail. 
The declaration of consent form can be downloaded here without specific reference to a competition 
registration. 
 
In order to keep the administrative burden as low as possible and to comply with the data minimization 
requirement, the Declarations of consent from AIDA Germany permanent for 
Competitions organized by AIDA Germany and AIDA International. 
 
The athletes of AIDA Deutschland e. V. can prove their consent by an entry in their membership card. 
The declarations of consent issued are noted on this. 
 
The storage of the written declarations of consent for AIDA Deutschland members takes place 
permanently and in electronic form. 
This applies to all competitions and does not have to be completed again for each competition. 
Unless the change or revocation of consent by the athlete is requested in a competition or in advance. 
Changes and revocations apply exclusively to the future and are not retroactive. 
 
The storage of the declarations of consent of Non AIDA Germany members takes place for 12 months 
and is deleted afterwards. The reason for this is the obligation on the part of the organiser to provide 
evidence of the consent for at least 12 months. 
So that non-members of AIDA Germany do not have to fill out the declaration of consent again for every 
competition in Germany, they can agree to the validity of the consent for the duration of the 
competition year. 
 
This also applies to AIDA members from other countries, as long as they do not have a comparable 
system, as it comes with AIDA Germany to the application. 
 
The deletion will then not take place 12 months after the declaration of consent has been given, but 12 

months after the last competition in which the athlete took part. 
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Formal part of the consent form 
 

New issue  Change 
 

Permanent 
I,  

Surname  First name Date of birth 

   

have taken note of the explanations given above and understand that the competition data will be 
stored, transmitted to the named third parties and published. 
These are result lists with the following personal data: 

surname, first name, sex and nationality, as well as, of course, the announced performances and the 
performances and 
results (white, yellow, red). 

They are necessary for the execution of the competition and thus for the fulfilment of the contract 
I have a copy of that consent. 

I object to the publication of the video recordings required by the competition rules. 

 
Consent to the use of data for other purposes 
 
If the options are not ticked, there is a contradiction. 
It does not affect the participation in the competition. 

I am not an AIDA national member and agree that AIDA Germany will use this declaration of 
consent for further competitions in Germany in the current competition year. 

I allow AIDA Deutschland e. V. pictures, videos for publication on AIDA Deutschland You Tube 
channel, on AIDA Deutschland Homepages, Facebook Page AIDA Deutschland e. V. and for the 
Association reporting (blog) to use. The coverage of competitions on the homepage AIDA 
Germany with link to AIDA Germany Facebook page, also contains my name and first name. 

I allow AIDA Deutschland e. V. to inform me about competitions or events of AIDA 
Deutschland e. V. via e-mail to contact. 

Rights of the data subject: Information, correction, deletion and blocking, right of 
objection 

In accordance with § 15 GDRP, one is entitled at any time to request AIDA Deutschland e. V. to provide 
comprehensive information on the following to request data stored on their own person. 
According to § 17 GDRP one can at any time request AIDA Deutschland e. V. to correct, delete and block 
individual personal data. 
 
You can also at any time without giving reasons make use of his right of objection and amend the given 
declaration of consent with effect for the future or completely revoked. 
In order to modify this form with the desired modifications, or to revoke either informally by post or by 
e-mail. 
Send mail to info@aida-deutschland.de . 
 
 
   
[Place, Date]     [Signature of person affected] 
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